Progress Report II- Cultural Activity

To inculcate thus spirit of cultural integration and nationalism among the students the Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat committee of Govt. P G College Ambala Cantt under the aegis of MHRD project organized a cultural activity on traditional dance form and folk song of the paired state Telangana on February 28 2020. The event was inaugurated by paying obeisance to Goddess Sarsvati by the principle Mrs. Sangeeta Chaudhry along with nodal officer of project Dr. Anju Jagpal and other members of the committee the principle congratulated and appreciated the efforts of the students and committee members who are giving their best to promote cultural integrity in the society Dr. Anju Jagpal nodal officer of the project also briefed the objective of the performance given by the students and explored students views for future prospects the students watched a power point presentation on various dance from such as perini swatandavan, gusadi, chindu, bhagavatam, Tolu Bommalata (shadow puppet show), Lambadi (rible woman dance on the beats of drum played by men), dappu of the paired state Telangana. The presentation was given by shreya of BAMC I, it was followed by telgu folk song by Paras. A group dance performance of Lambadi (a traditional dance form of telangana) was given by Goral Shreya Ankit and Parul beside these there was another group performance on traditional dance of Telangana by lokita, payal, sundhi and aashima to facilitate the learning of Telgu language. Students indulged in an activity in which they recalled a translation of certain words of Telgu language last but not the least the event was culminated by Haryanvi song sung by faculty member and also representative of the committee Mr. Randeep Hooda.